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Leadership Challenges &
Opportunities
´Unprecedented times for leadership of the
Great Commission mandate & the Great
Commandment motivation to, in and thru the
“Church” (ἐκκλησία ekklēsia – communities of
faith)
´A need for leadership that is mission oriented
but in the context of character forming
priorities & culture transforming motivations.
´We need leaders who believe, become and
behave with a sense of divine calling for times
like these.
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Identifying the Major
Challenges to Our Work Today
´What are the most significant challenges
facing the work God has called us to do
in times like these?

How do we respond to the
challenges of serving this present
age?
´ We must capture a fresh vision for
engaging this new generation – hearing
a calling for times like these.
´ We must rekindle the passion for global
evangelization – all tongues, tribes
cultures and nations
´ We must fan the flames of authentic
spiritual awakening within ourselves first
so that in turn we can be used of God to
spark awakening in those we lead.
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We need Awakened
Leaders to Awaken the
Times Like These
The Rediscovery of what it
means to Lead Like Jesus – The
Kenosis Model

Servant Leadership – The Jesus
Kenosis (Greek: κένωσις, kénōsis)
The Kenotic model requires that we
focus on the needs of the led in our
leadership more than on the needs of
the leader. Ph. 2:1-18
´Note popular leadership theories that
are predominantly leader-centric.
´The Kenotic model focuses us on the
“who” and “why” (character and
motivation) of leadership rather than
just the “what, when, where and how”.
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“Holy Leadership” –
The Jesus Kenosis
To lead like Jesus requires us to serve like Jesus
sacrificially, extending/lifting “holy hands” (I. Tim. 1:8)
with agape love motivating our service.

´The implications for leadership in
understanding the “lead like Jesus” kenosis
model of Ph. 2:1-18. Greek: κένωσις, kénōsis
´Kenosis gives us a deeper contexts for what
has come to be called “servant leadership”.
´The emptying of privilege not of essence.
´The ultimate sacrifices of true humility
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A Kenotic Leader’s Profile –
Affirmation One: Purposed
´ Kenotic (Christ-emulating) leaders are
connected intimately to the purposes of God in
relation to creation and particularly humanity the crown of that creation.
´ Recognizing that we are created in the image
of God and given the responsibility of caring
for His creation, we lead with a sense of divine
calling to be good stewards of creation in
general and humanity in particular.

Affirmation Two:
Whole & Holy
´Kenotic (Christ-emulating) leaders are
holistic striving to achieve their full
potential in body, mind and spirit.
´As such, their opportunities for both
personal and societal transformation are
unlimited.
´May your whole body, mind and spirit be
preserved blameless. I Thess. 5:23
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Affirmation Three:
Scripture-Anchored
´Kenotic (Christ-emulating) leaders
embrace the Divine perspectives as
reflected in God s Word.
´They are empowered to appropriate
the Holy Spirit’s gifts and graces initiating
a positive, practical and respectful
dialogue with the world about the
implications of such perspectives.
´They seek to avoid the stridency
evidenced by some Christians which too
often limits the impact and embracing
of Christ-centered ideals.

Affirmation Four: Intentional
´ Kenotic (Christ-emulating) leaders move
beyond cognitive learning and skill
acquisition to intentional discipleship as their
ultimate objective.
´ Christ-emulating leaders analyze the
outcomes of their efforts and explore the
underlying morality.
´ Through the intentional integration of faith,
learning and living, Christ-emulating leaders
examine their professional missions and
motivations asking how the fruit of their labor
relates to the purposes of God.
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Affirmation Five:
Compassionate Sacrifice
´ Kenotic (Christ-emulating) leaders embrace a
Great Commandment motivation to address
poverty, illness, exploitation, discrimination and
oppression in the world.
´ They possess a burden for those who, for reasons
of culture, social position, political oppression,
economic condition, race, gender and ethnicity
are denied the basics of life’s opportunities.
´ Kenotic leaders address & resolve human
meaningless & suffering by understanding, going,
teaching, serving, loving and, if necessary, dying.
(David Livingston)

Affirmation Six: Transforming
´The Kenotic (Christ-emulating) leader s
learning and serving reflect the major
biblical themes of justice, mercy and
humility (Micah 6:8). All three of these
are evidence of the transformation that
comes when the mind is challenged to
see and the heart is motivated to serve
the world like the Christ.
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Affirmation Seven:
Present-Age Faithfulness
´Kenotic (Christ-emulating) leaders think
clearly and love deeply providing noble
service distinguished by its excellence,
innovation, humility and self-sacrifice.
Kenotic leadership serves the present
age and changes the world’s future.
´David was laid to rest having served
God’s purposes in his generation. Acts
13:36

Benchmarks of Kenotic
Leadership
o The sweet savor of uncompromised
obedience characterized by integrity
and God-honoring humility.
o Professional excellence so that we
engage with authority & clarity.
o Innovating faith to go where others have
not gone before – new wineskin risk
taking.
o Noble sacrifices for the least, left & lost.
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Embracing the Call to Kenotic
Leadership for Times Like These
´ He has shown you what is good. And what does the
Lord require of you? But to do justly, love mercy and
walk humbly with your God. Micah 6:8
´ Let us stretch our minds with the help of the Holy
Spirit to discern the times.
´ Let us sanctify our hearts to embrace God’s call to
His work and not ours.
´ Let us equip our hands with the skills and disciplines
needed to lead like Jesus in times like these
´ We are called to learn, love and serve as kenotic
leaders emulating the mind, heart and hands of our
Jesus if we are to be laid to rest with our fathers
having served the purposes of God for our
generation.
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